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Abstract

We have studied the near-surface damage in a diamond crystal caused by irradiation with swift boron ions and its healing after
high-temperature annealing. A diamond crystal was irradiated with 9-MeV 11B3+ ions with fluence values between 1 × 1015

and 4.42 × 1016 ions/cm2 to generate various levels of lattice damage. The ions loose energy to the lattice and, according to
simulations, stop at a depth of about 5 µm, where they form a thin buried implantation layer. For the near-surface layers damage
is produced by the ions at high kinetic energy before they slow down. Only intrinsic defects can be produced, with no boron
atoms. The lattice damage of the near-surface layers and its recovery after annealing for 1 hour at 1000◦C were studied by Raman
and photoluminescence spectroscopies. Back-scattered light from a 514.5-nm laser beam was collected from the sample surface,
probing a depth of a few micrometers. We observe some disordering of the lattice plus the formation of neutral vacancies, interstitial
and other lattice defects. After annealing the Raman spectrum shows a significant recovery of the lattice order and the disappearance
of isolated neutral vacancies. Residual damage is confirmed by the luminescence spectrum, that shows the appearance of new
spectral features.
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1. Introduction

Diamond is a material with extraordinary technological po-
tential due to its exceptional physical and chemical charac-
teristics, such as outstanding hardness, excellent thermal con-
ductivity, high Debye temperature, etc. Doping with impu-
rities can add new optical and electrical properties. For ex-
ample, color centers associated with dopants can increase the
emission efficiency of an indirect-gap material like diamond
[1]. Boron doping is particularly interesting. Although dia-
mond is an electrical insulator, concentrations of boron ions
(n ≈ 1017–1019 cm−3), acting as charge acceptors, turn dia-
mond into a p-type semiconductor. This enables its use for mi-
croelectronic and photonic [2] devices. Moreover, in 2004, Eki-
mov et al. [3] found superconductivity at Tc ≈ 4 K in heavily
boron-doped diamond, synthesized using high-pressure/high-
temperature methods. Several other groups confirmed this find-
ing by growing superconducting boron-doped diamond crystal-
lites by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [4].

Because of the short and strong C–C bonds, incorporation of
dopants into the diamond lattice can be very difficult under ther-
mal equilibrium. Therefore ion implantation is an interesting
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alternative for diamond doping [5]. Focused ion-beam irradia-
tion, in particular, enables selective doping in a well-controlled
way. The implantation of high energy ions in the MeV range al-
lows for the fabrication of buried doped layers and also graphite
electrodes [6–8]. Graphitization has been reported to occur af-
ter high temperature annealing for irradiations where the lat-
tice damage is above a threshold of 1022 vacancies/cm3 [9].
Nonetheless, when the implantation layer is buried, graphitiza-
tion seems to be prevented in part by the large internal pressure
in the surrounding bulk crystal [10–12] and, additionally, by
high temperature implantation [8]. In that way damage thresh-
olds close to 1023 vacancies/cm3 have been reached [10, 12].

In this work we study the damage in the diamond lattice
caused by boron ion irradiation and its healing after high tem-
perature annealing, with ion energies as high as 9-MeV and flu-
ences up to 4.42 × 1016 ions/cm3. We have used Raman and
photoluminescence spectroscopy, which are very sensitive to
the lattice damage and quite complementary [8, 10–15]. We fo-
cus specifically on the damage of the near-surface layers, well
separated from the deep boron implantation layer. In these cap
layers boron ions are absent and damage is produced by the ions
before they slow down, at high speed in an energy range that has
not been well studied before, except for very light atoms like H
or He.
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No. Fluence Vacancies Vacancies Boron atoms
(@ surface) (@ max.) (@ max.)

(1016 ions/cm2) (1021 cm−3) (1021 cm−3) (1021 cm−3)
1 0 0 0 0
2 0.10 0.04 7.5 0.07
3 0.23 0.10 17 0.17
4 0.50 0.23 37 0.38
5 1.15 0.52 86 0.85
6 4.42 2.01 331 3.16

Table 1: Density of vacancies (including ion recoil effects) and boron concen-
tration produced by irradiation of diamond with 9-MeV boron ions as a function
of ion irradiation fluence, calculated using SRIM simulations (see Fig. 1). The
density of vacancies is given at the sample surface and at the maximum of the
damage layer 5 µm deep. The concentration of boron ions is at the center of the
implantation layer at a depth of about 5 µm.

2. Material and methods

Boron implantations were conducted at the microbeam line
of the Center for Micro Analysis of Materials (CMAM) in
Madrid, using a focused ion beam with a size of about 5×3 µm2

and a beam current ≈ 500 pA, following the procedure previ-
ously described [16]. The target was a high-purity (Electronic
Grade) type IIa single-crystalline diamond plate grown by CVD
techniques by Element Six [17]. Concentrations of nitrogen and
boron impurities are reported to be well below 5 ppb and 1 ppb,
respectively. A (001) face of the diamond crystal was irradi-
ated with a focused ion beam of 9 MeV 11B3+ ions with fluence
values up to 4.42 × 1016 ions/cm2, as detailed in Table 1. Irra-
diations were conducted in each case along parallel stripes with
typical areas of 25 µm × 500 µm.

Aiming to reduce the damage, the sample was later annealed
in a furnace for 1 h at 1000◦C. To avoid possible thermal
stresses, heating and cooling ramps were performed from room
temperature to 1000◦C and back, each lasting 3 h. The sample
was put in a clean alumina crucible and inserted into a vacuum-
sealed quartz ampoule, with a low-pressure (100 mbar) of pure
helium inside as thermal exchange gas.

A simulation carried out with the SRIM code [18] shows (see
Fig. 1) that 9 MeV boron ions penetrate into diamond and loose
kinetic energy to the lattice until they are finally stopped at a
depth of about 5.0 µm (Fig. 1(b)). At this depth a thin boron
implantation layer or stopping layer is formed. The calculated
density of vacancies (including ion recoil effects) as a function
of depth also shows a maximum at about 5.0 µm (Fig. 1(a)).
The obtained peak values are 3.31 × 1023 vacancies/cm3 and
3.16 × 1021 atoms/cm3, respectively, for the damage and the
boron concentration at the highest fluence. The nuclear and
electronic stopping powers are 1.59×10−3 and 1.75 keV/nm, re-
spectively. Under these conditions nearly all damage is caused
by the nuclear stopping power [19].

Irradiation damage above a certain threshold produces amor-
phization of the crystal lattice [9]. Later high tempera-
ture annealing can lead to crystallization into graphite in-
stead of diamond structure. Thus a graphitization threshold
of 1022 vacancies/cm3 has been reported for implantation with
keV ions [9], which is represented in Fig. 1 by a horizontal
dashed line. We have studied the layers near the surface where
there is no boron doping. Also no graphitization is expected

Figure 1: SRIM simulations for 9 MeV boron ions implanted on a diamond
sample. (a) Density of vacancies versus depth. (b) Concentration of implanted
boron ions (9 MeV) versus depth. The fluence values for each curve are (2)
0.1 × 1016, (3) 0.23 × 1016, (4) 0.5 × 1016, (5) 1.15 × 1016, and (6) 4.42 ×
1016 ions/cm2. The horizontal dashed line shows the reported graphitization
threshold [9]. The shaded area on the left side marks the estimated probing
depth by Raman and photoluminescence experiments.
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for these layers because their damage level is well below the
threshold. All irradiated stripes exhibited a marked darkening.
After annealing, only the stripes with larger fluences remained
dark, the others recovering transparency. However, by mere
optical inspection of the samples, we are not able to discern
whether the remaining dark color of higher fluence stripes is
due to graphitization of the end-of-range layer or rather to the
residual, unhealed damage.

Raman spectra of the boron irradiated stripes were measured
at room temperature before and after annealing with a Renishaw
Ramascope 2000 spectrometer. The 514.5 nm wavelength from
an argon ion laser was used for excitation. The laser beam went
through a spatial filter to get a Gaussian intensity profile. Light
was focused on the sample surface with a 100×microscope ob-
jective having a numerical aperture of N.A. = 0.95. The spec-
trometer was configured in quasi-confocal mode. The depth of
the volume probed by the Raman spectrometer is approximately
2 µm in air due to light diffraction [20]. When focusing inside
the diamond sample it expands significantly because of spheri-
cal aberrations produced by the refraction at the air-sample in-
terface [21]. To minimize these aberrations the focus was al-
ways kept at the sample surface, so that only one half of the
probing volume gets inside the sample. In this case, the sam-
ple depth probed by the experiments is determined mainly by
diffraction [22], and we estimate it to be not larger than 2 µm,
as indicated in Fig. 1. No signal is expected from the stopping
layer with the boron implanted ions nor from the unaltered dia-
mond lattice underneath.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Raman spectra

Raman spectra measured at room temperature are shown in
Fig. 2 for the different values of irradiation fluence, before (a)
and after (b) annealing for 1 hour at 1000◦C. At zero fluence
(1) the spectrum shows the narrow one-phonon Raman peak at
1332 cm−1 of the perfect diamond lattice [10], with no signifi-
cant background. Upon irradiation the one-phonon peak broad-
ens and shifts to lower frequencies, whereas a structured intense
background appears, reflecting the damage in the diamond lat-
tice [10].

After annealing, the position and the width of the one-phonon
peak lean towards the original values whereas the background
almost disappears, showing a partial recovery of the damaged
diamond lattice. The expansion of the lattice with irradiation
and its shrinkage after annealing [23] could also partially con-
tribute to the shift toward low and high wavenumbers, respec-
tively, of the one-phonon peak.

To quantify the variation of the one-phonon Raman peak, we
performed a non-linear least-squares fit to a Lorentzian func-
tion. The obtained position and fullwidth are represented in
Fig. 3 as a function of the irradiation fluence. The position shifts
to lower wavenumbers whereas the full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) increases with fluence. In both cases, there is an ap-
proximate linear dependence, and thus a linear relationship be-
tween the position and the line width. This can be explained

Figure 2: Raman spectra of a diamond single crystal irradiated with 9-MeV
boron ions measured at room temperature, before (a) and after (b) annealing
for 1 hour at 1000◦C. The fluence values for each spectrum were (1) 0, (2)
0.1 × 1016, (3) 0.23 × 1016, (4) 0.5 × 1016, (5) 1.15 × 1016, and (6) 4.42 × 1016

ions/cm2. Incident laser wavelength was 514.5 nm. A zoomed detail of the low
frequency peaks is also shown for fluence (6) after annealing. The shaded area
under the spectra marks the elevation from the respective zero level. Spectra
have been vertically offset for clarity.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the one-phonon Raman peak (a) position and (b) full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM), as a function of irradiation fluence, for a
9-MeV B3+ irradiated diamond single crystal before (open circles) and after
(open triangles) annealing for 1 hour at 1000◦C. The straight lines are least-
squares fits to the experimental data. The arrows indicate the evolution of the
peak parameters with annealing.

by the anharmonic decay of the optical one-phonon into two
acoustic phonons [24], induced by the increasing disorder of
the diamond lattice upon irradiation. Phonon confinement ef-
fects are not important because the lineshape remains symmet-
ric. The linear relationship between the position and the full-
width derived from our data is similar to the one reported for
diamond heavily irradiated with MeV alpha particles [10]. For
our maximum fluence value (6) of 4.42× 1016 ions/cm2 the po-
sition and the FWHM of the diamond peak is about 1323 and
19 cm−1, respectively. These two parameters correspond to a
damage density of 5×1021 vacancies/cm3, according to the cal-
ibration of Orwa et al. [10]. As expected, this value is in close
agreement with the average vacancy density on the near-surface
layers probed by the Raman experiments, as calculated in the
SRIM simulations (Fig. 1(a), case (6)). After annealing, the po-
sition of the band moves to higher frequencies and the linewidth
decreases towards the values of the non-irradiated diamond, in-
dicating a significant healing of the irradiation damage. How-
ever, the final values do not return to those before irradiation
because of residual damage. The degree of residual damage in-
creases with irradiation fluence. Higher annealing temperatures
may be required for a full recovery of the lattice. Implantation
at elevated temperatures [8] could also help to reduce damage.

The structured background in the Raman spectrum that
appears upon irradiation is more intense at low fluences
(Fig. 2(a)). For fluences up to 1.15 × 1016 ions/cm2, broad
bands appear below the one-phonon line at 176, 756, 967, and

1088 cm−1. These peaks cannot be attributed to boron because
no boron is expected on these near-surface layers (Fig. 1). They
are probably due to intrinsic irradiation defects of the diamond
lattice, but their origin is uncertain. A structured background
in this range of the Raman spectrum has been observed after ir-
radiation [10, 15], but the exact characteristics seem to depend
on ion energy, fluence and other factors. Above the one-phonon
line there is a band at 1360 cm−1 that corresponds to the D band
of amorphous carbon phases [25].

At a fluence of 4.42 × 1016 ions/cm2 (Fig. 2(a), curve (6)),
these bands have almost disappeared and new weak broad bands
appear at 392, 999, 1122, and 1276 cm−1. Also a number
of peaks appear above the diamond one-phonon frequency:
two stronger bands at 1441 and 1632 cm−1, and two weaker
bands at 1492 and 1804 cm−1. These peaks are due to lat-
tice defects [15]. The peak at 1492 cm−1 has been attributed
to a vacancy or a divacancy surrounded by conjugated sin-
gle and double carbon-carbon bonds (R4/W6 center), and the
peak at 1632 cm−1 to the dumbbell defect or 〈100〉 split in-
terstitial defect [10]. It consists of an isolated double bonded
(sp2) carbon pair in a carbon site. For high fluences up to
4.42 × 1016 ions/cm2, the crystalline diamond Raman peak is
still strong, indicating that the diamond lattice retains its basic
structure.

After annealing, the intense structured Raman background
disappears, confirming the important recovery of the diamond
lattice demonstrated by the one-phonon peak behavior as dis-
cussed above. However, the tail of a photoluminescence band,
that will be studied next, becomes stronger with fluence. On
top of it, some low-intensity Raman peaks appear at 260, 493,
and 735 cm−1 (see zoomed detail in Fig. 2(b)). Similar peaks
have been observed in helium-irradiated diamond after anneal-
ing above 850◦C [10]. They could be due to the interference of
light [26].

3.2. Photoluminescence spectra

Since the irradiation produces an intense fluorescence back-
ground, we have also measured the photoluminescence (PL)
spectra (Fig. 4) to get additional information on the lattice de-
fects. The PL emission spectra were measured for photon ener-
gies between 1.5 and 2.4 eV with the same experimental setup
used for the Raman experiments, exciting with a photon energy
of 2.41 eV (light wavelength of 514.5 nm). Spectra before and
after annealing are shown for different fluence values. The in-
tensity has not been corrected for the spectral sensitivity of the
spectrometer, which decays sharply below 1.5 eV. The bands
above 2.15 eV are the same Raman spectra discussed above,
but represented in units of absolute photon energy, and will not
be discussed further. The sharp peak at 2.245 eV is in fact the
1332-cm−1 one-phonon Raman peak of diamond.

After irradiation (Fig. 4(a)) the photoluminescence (PL)
emission spectrum shows an intense broad structure near 1.6 eV
with two distinct bands at 1.671 eV (741.9 nm) and 1.582 eV
(783.8 nm). The band at 1.671 eV corresponds to the GR1 cen-
ter. This defect can be produced in diamond by any type of
radiation (GR stands for general radiation) and consists of an
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Figure 4: Room-temperature photoluminescence emission spectra of single
crystal diamond irradiated with 9-MeV boron ions measured before (a) and
after (b) annealing at 1000◦C for 1 hour. The fluence values for each spectrum
were (1) 0, (2) 0.1 × 1016, (3) 0.23 × 1016, (4) 0.5 × 1016, (5) 1.15 × 1016, and
(6) 4.42× 1016 ions/cm2. For fluence (6) after annealing a fitted decomposition
of the spectrum into two Gaussians is shown by dashed lines. Excitation pho-
ton energy was 2.41 eV. The shaded area under the spectra marks the elevation
from the respective zero level. Spectra have been vertically offset for clarity.

isolated neutral vacancy (V0) [27]. The overall intensity de-
creases at higher fluences, indicating that the density of lattice
defects quenches some of the radiative recombination.

Upon annealing (Fig. 4(b)), the photoluminescence intensity
remains strong even at the highest fluence, indicating an im-
portant recovery of the crystal lattice that allows for radiative
recombinations. Also the GR1 band disappears, reflecting the
fact that most carbon vacancies have been suppressed [28]. The
bands seen after irradiation are replaced by new bands upon an-
nealing, probably due to the migration of atoms and the for-
mation of different defects. After fitting the spectra to two
Gaussians we find two large broad bands at around 1.60 eV
(775.5 nm) and 1.93 eV (642 nm), whose intensity increases
with fluence (see dashed lines in case (6) of Fig. 4(b)). Simi-
lar bands have been reported [26] for diamond irradiated with
MeV carbon ions after annealing. The first band is the B-band,
associated with radiation damage [1]. The second band must be
also associated with irradiation but its origin is not known [26].
On top of these, one can see other narrower bands, specially
two bands at 2.026 eV (612.0 nm) and 2.090 eV (593.3 nm).
The latter could correspond to the 594-nm-center reported by
Collins et al. [29] and tentatively attributed to interstitial atoms.
This band smears out at higher fluences.

4. Conclusions

The damage produced by irradiation with 9-MeV boron ions
on a diamond crystal lattice has been studied for the near-
surface layers before the stopping layer. This narrow layer at
the end of ion range, which simulations place at a depth of
about 5 µm, is heavily damaged and collects most of the im-
planted boron ions. By contrast, for near-surface layers the
damage is smaller and produced only by ions with high energy,
before they slow down. Raman and photoluminescence spec-
tra of these layers were measured for several fluences before
and after annealing for one hour at 1000◦C. Some disordering
of the lattice is manifested by the shift of the one-phonon peak
at 1332 cm−1 to lower frequencies and its broadening, as well
as by the appearance of an intense Raman background. Spe-
cific point defects like neutral vacancies and interstitial defects
are evidenced by new Raman peaks and the general radiation
(GR1) band in the photoluminescence spectrum. No bands due
to boron-containing defects are observed because ions overrun
the near-surface layers. After annealing, the lattice disorder
is appreciably removed and irradiation defects, especially the
neutral vacancies, disappear or transform into another type of
defects, as shown by the emergence of other spectral features.
Residual damage suggests that annealing temperatures higher
than 1000◦C are needed for a full recovery of the lattice. In
the near future we plan to study the buried layers, where lattice
damage is much larger and hence amorphization and graphiti-
zation are more likely to occur.
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